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25. The manager says, “ Work hard to bring our
company in the first place.”
(Change into indirect speech.)
26. Last year Surya....... (get) proficiency
1st Prize in her school.

Name of the Candidate :

1167
B.Com./B.B.A./B.M.M./ B.A./B.B.L / B.Sc./
B.B.S. DEGREE EXAMINATION, 2011
( FIRST YEAR )

(Fill in the blanks with correct tense of
the verb)

( PART - II )
( ENGLISH )

27. My wife is so ill that she cannot do her
household work.

( PAPER - I )

102/120/520. PROSE AND USAGE

( Use “Too ..... to.” )
28. Elephants are bigger than Rhinos.
( Change the degree.)

( Common with B.Sc. (Fashion Design)/ Textile
Design /Interior Design with a maximum of
60 marks )

29. Our civilization is more secure than any that
have gone before it.
(Change into a negative sentence.)

( Including Dual Degree Courses )
May ]

[ Time : 3 Hours
Maximum : 100 Marks
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Annotate FOUR of the following passages,
choosing atleast TWO from each group :
( 4 × 5= 20)
GROUP - A

Other things being equal, it is better to be
smart than to be stupid.

4.

The firemen of Scandinavian ships let more
salt fish and salt meat than those of British
ships.

3.

It was killed by the penny post and modern
hurry.

2.

“Unharness us. It can’t be done.”

1.

GROUP - B
5.

20. F i l l i n
articles:

5
GROUP - B
the

blanks

with

suitable

There is ...... umbrella with magic
qualities in ......... box lying under ....... bed.
.....Chambal, Rajasthan’s main river, is also
....... principal source of energy in ..........
state.
........ Professor said that ...... student who
won ........ first prize was .... genius.
GROUP - C
Rewrite FIVE of the following as directed:
21. S h e

has

written

a

short

s t o r y.

(Change the voice.)

It is such a place as exists only in fairy-tales

24. No sooner did I take the food than I went to
bed.

The surface of the human vessel is affected
by the nature of its spiritual contents.

7.

(Add a question tag.)

23. I

‘The passing of summer I thought there can
be no summer in this land without cricket.

6.

22. H e t o o k s e v e n y e a r s t o f i n i s h t h e
project.(Change this into a question.)

a place worthy of Cinderella and Buckingham
palace was not that.

have

never

seen

him

before.

(Change into positive degree.)
Turn Over
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IV. Attempt an essay on any ONE of the following:
( 1 × 20=20)
15. Attempt an essay on the deficiency diseases
and their natural remedies.
16. What are the means of conservation of
water and its many uses ?
17. How does Neville Cardus, portray the game
of cricket and its champion ?
18. Bring out the irony in Huxley’s essay on
beauty industry.
V. Attempt an essay on any TWO of the following
groups :
( 2 × 20=40)
GROUP - A
19. F i l l i n t h e
prepositions:

blanks

with

my book-selections......

8.

3
“It used to interest me to see the brutal
cynicism with Christian sentiment
exploited.”

II. Attempt an essay on any ONE of the following:
( 1 × 20= 20)
9.

What are the ways by which the art of letterwriting could be preserved ?

10. Narrate the story of Haria’s bravery.
11. How do sensual drugs affect the human
brain?
III. Attempt an essay on any ONE of the following :
( 1 × 20= 20)
12. Discuss the central theme of Robert Lynd’s
essay “A Disappointed Man.”

suitable

This is a thoroughly revised
edition....

Thiruvalluvar’s great book. A high degree ....
civilization ........ the truest sense........ ........

13. B r i n g o u t t h e h u m o r o u s e l e m e n t i n
A.J.Cronin’s story “Ressurrection.”
14. What did Orwell learn about the reading
habits and tastes of men and women ?

the word is disclosed ......... kural which is a
work linked.... the life ...... the people......
all its aspects.

Turn Over
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1171
B.B.A.DEGREE EXAMINATION, 2011
( SECOND YEAR )
( PART - II )
( PAPER - II )

210. ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE
( Common with B.A.(Business Economics.)
May ]

[ Time : 3 Hours
Maximum : 100 Marks
Answer Sections -A and B in
separate answer books.
SECTION - A

(50)

( ENGLISH COMPOSITION)
I.

Write essays on any TWO of the following in
about TWO pages each :
( 2×15=30)
1.

(a)

Discuss human destiny and chance in
The Mayor of Casterbridge.
Turn Over
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(b) Is Henchard a sympathetic character ?
Should we pity him at the end of the
novel ? Why ?
(c)

Examine how female characters differ
from the traditional Victorian Women in
Great Expectations.

5
SECTION - B

( 50)

(BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE)
Answer any THREE questions.
All questions carry equal marks.
1. Discuss the qualities of a good business letter.

3. Write a circular letter for Messrs. Sen & Sen,

II. Write a precis of the following passage
reducing it to ONE- THIRD of its length :
(20)

2. Draft a letter inviting a firm of caterers to submit
a quotation for a staff dinner.

(d) Comment on the appropriateness of
the title Great Expectations.

Today, the world has become a much smaller
place, thanks to the adventures and miracles of
science. Foreign nations have become our next
door neighbours. Mingling of population is
bringing about interchange of thought. We are
slowly realising that the world is a single
co-operative group. Other religions have become
forces with which we have to reckon, and we are

announcing the conversion of the partnership into
a limited company under the style of
Sen &Sen (P) Ltd.
4. Write a tactful letter to one of your agents,
informing him that his sales are much lower than
those of other agents.
5. How will you organise a report ? Explain.

seeking for ways and means by which we can live
together in peace and harmony. We cannot have
religious unity and peace so long as we assert that
we are in possession of the light and all others

4
religion than one’s own is a sort of bolshevism in
religion which we must try to prevent. We can do
so only if we accept something like the Hindu
solution which seeks the unity of religion not in a
common creed but in a common quest. Let us
believe in a unity of spirit and not of organisation,
a unity which secures ample liberty not only for
every individual but for every type of organised
life which has proved itself effective. For, almost
all historical forms of life and thought can claim
the sanction of experience and so the authority of
god. The world could be a much poorer thing if
one creed absorbed the rest. God wills a rich
harmony and not a colourless uniformity. The
comprehensive and synthetic spirit of Hinduism
had made it a mighty forest with a thousand
waving arms each fulfilling its function and all
directed by the spirit of God. Each thing in its
place and all associated in the divine concert,
making with their various voices and even
dissonances, as Heraclitus would say, the most
exquisite harmony, should be our idea.

3
are grouping in the darkness. That very assertion
is a challenge to a fight. The political ideal of the
world is not so much a single empire with a
homogeneous civilisation and a single communal
will, but a brotherhood of free nations differing
profoundly in life and mind, habits, and institutions,
existing side by side in peace and order, harmony
and co-operation and each contributing to the
world its own unique and specific best which is
irreducible to the terms of the others. The
cosmopolitanism of the Eighteenth Century and
the nationalism of the Nineteenth are combined in
our ideal of a world commonwealth which allows
every branch of the human family to find
freedom,security, and self-realisation in the larger
life of mankind. I see no hope for the religious
future to contain the revelation of the world, if
this ideal is not extended to the religious sphere
also. When to contain the revelation of the very
core and centre of truth and the acceptance of it
is the exclusive pathway of heaven, conflicts are
inevitable. In such conflicts, one religion will not
allow others to steal a march over it and no one
can gain ascendancy until the world is reduced
to dust and ashes. To obliterate every other
Turn Over
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Name of the Candidate :
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B.Sc.DEGREE EXAMINATION, 2011
( FASHION DESIGN )
( SECOND YEAR )
( PART - II )
( PAPER - XV / VI )

201/ 210. ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE
[ Common with B.Sc.( Textile Design) &
B.Sc.(Interior Design) & B.A.(Travel, Tourism &
Ticketing with 100 Marks )]
May ]

[ Time : 3 Hours
Maximum : 60 Marks
Answer Section-A and Section - B in
separate answer books.

Turn Over
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SECTION - A

(30)

5
SECTION - B

( 3×10 = 30)

( BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE )

( ENGLISH COMPOSITION)
Write essays on any TWO of the following in
about TWO pages each :
( 2×9=18)

Discuss the love story of Farfrae and
Elizabeth Jane.

4.

Why does Henchard fall out of Farfrae’s
company ?

3.

Sketch the character of Estella.

2.

Describe the early life of Pip.

1.

Answer any THREE questions.
All questions carry equal marks.
1. Explain the techniques to be followed while
writing business letters.

II. Wr i t e a p re c i s o f t h e f o l l o w i n g p a s s a g e
reducing it to about One-Third of its length :
(12)
Difficult people are an inevitable part of any
workplace and as an employee one has to learn
ways to cope with. People can be difficult in the
way they work, behave or even their attitude to

2. Draft a suitable reply to a complaint to adjust the
loss in weight in the next dispatch of rava and
maida.
3. Draft a circular letter informing the dealers about
the introduction of beauty cream with herbal base
from Marico Industries.
4. Write a letter to the bank to stop payment towards
a cheque issued in favour of Ramalinga Raju.
5. Draft a application for the post of a marketing
executive in Hindustan Lever Limited.

others. The behaviour can include always
wanting to speak and never willing to listen.
Always wanting the spotlight to be on them,
refusal to give credit to others, competing with

4

3

own reaction to people or your behaviour towards

others for privileges and perks or putting others

co-workers. Self- analysis will help you
understand where the source of the problem lies,
in you or in others.

down. But difficult people have to be dealt with
and the sooner one acts the better.

Consult a friend : Your reaction to a coworker’s difficult behaviour may be influenced by
your emotions and feelings and may be purely
subjective. You may react with anger and pain and
humiliation or fear. So it is better to consult a
colleague or co-worker about the problem who
will give an objective view to tackle the situation.
Discuss : Call for a private meeting with the
person and tell him about how you feel about his
behaviour. You should focus on how the behaviour
is affecting you rather than adopt an accusatory
tone and blame the other person. Talk in a
pleasant and friendly manner, this will help the
other person understand how his behaviour is
affecting you.
Follow - up : Once you have agreed, follow
up with the other person and observe if his
behaviour towards you has really changed. If it
has not changed, then probably you need to
discuss with him again.

If you face difficult people at your workplace,
then it is time you learnt how to deal with the
situation. Preferring to ignore the problem will only
make the situation worse. Your discontent, if not
addressed at the right time and in the right way,
will only lead to a fullfledged conflict with the
person at some point of time. Generally, in such a
situation one takes time to understand the reality
and then react accordingly.
Letting the situation simmer for a long time
will only increase your anger and frustration and
you will not be able to confront the person with
the emotional objectivity and control that you wish
for. It is always better that you learn to handle the
difficult person and here are some tips to help you.
Know yourself : Do a brief self-examination
and decide if the other person is really a problem
or if you are just over reacting. May be the
problem is more to do with the situation rather
than the person. Another reason could be your
Turn Over
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Register Number :
Name of the Candidate :

4. Explain the stages of sleep.

1192

5. What is instrumental conditioning ? Explain.
6. How can memory be improved ? Explain.

B.Sc.DEGREE EXAMINATION, 2011
( PSYCHOLOGY )

7. Explain the process of language acquisition.

( FIRST YEAR )

8. Explain the neural basis of hunger, obsity and
buliuma.
9. Discuss the
personality.

behaviouristic

( PART - III )

approach to

( PAPER - I )

531. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

10. Write notes on any two of the following :
(a)

Creativity.

(b) Aggressive expression and catharsis.
(c)

Homeostasis.

(d) Dreams.

( For candidates joined during 2009-10 and after )
May ]

[ Time : 3 Hours
Maximum : 100 Marks
Answer any FIVE questions.
All questions carry equal marks.
( 5× 20=100)

1. Explain the approaches to scientific psychology.
2. Explain the role of endocrine system on
behaviour.
3. What are the factors that influence perception?
Turn Over
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SECTION - A
1. Define the logic and explain its relation to
psychology.

Register Number :
Name of the Candidate :

1193
B.Sc.DEGREE EXAMINATION, 2011

2. Describe the factors of analogy.

( PSYCHOLOGY )

3. Examine the Mill’s experimental methods. What
are their criticisms ?

( FIRST YEAR )
( PART - II )

4. Discuss the fallacies of induction.

( PAPER - II )

5. What are the problems of knowledge ? Explain.
SECTION - B

540. EUROPEAN LOGIC & THEORY OF
KNOWLEDGE

6. Bring out the relation between logic and
epistemology.

( Old Regulations )

7. Examine the theories of truth.
8. What are the theories of reality ? Elaborate.
9. Write an essay on rationalism.
10. Describe idealism and realism.

( For candidates joined during 2008-2009
and before)
May ]

[ Time : 3 Hours
Maximum : 100 Marks
Answer any FIVE questions,
choosing atleast TWO from each Section.
All questions carry equal marks.
( 5 ×20=100)
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3. Describe the nature and basis of community.
4. Define an association. How will you distinguish it
society ?

Register Number :
Name of the Candidate :

1194
B.Sc.DEGREE EXAMINATION, 2011

5. Examine the influence of religious institutions in
social life.

( PSYCHOLOGY )
( FIRST YEAR )

6. Discuss the importance of social institution in
Indian social life.
7. Define social stratification. How is it related to
social system ?
8. Define social change. Discuss the role of
technology in social change.
9. What are main characteristics of the nature of
social change ?
10. Wr i t e s h o r t n o t e s o n a n y T W O o f t h e
following:
(a)

Association.

(b) Family.
(c)

Marriage.

(d) Social norms.

( PART - III )
( PAPER - II )

541. FUNDAMENTALS OF SOCIOLOGY
( For candidates joined during 2009-10 and after )
May ]

[ Time : 3 Hours
Maximum : 100 Marks
Answer any FIVE questions.
All questions carry equal marks.
( 5× 20=100)

1. Define sociology and discuss the nature and scope
of sociology.
2. Discuss the relationship of sociology to
psychology, history and economics.
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